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Executive Summary

This deliverable reports on the results achieved by Task T4.3 of ASPIDE. The main
activity of Task T4.3 has been to define a data mining-based optimization system for
the Intelligent Data Manager (IDM) module of the ASPIDE architecture. The goal
of the proposed system is to optimize the in-memory execution of data intensive
workflows, taking into account the memory requirements of the workflow tasks,
so as to avoid or reduce main memory saturation events, which may happen when
multiple tasks are executed concurrently on the same computing node. Swapping
or spilling to disk caused by main memory saturation may result in significant
time overhead. The proposed IDM optimization system is aimed at reducing this
overhead, which otherwise could be particularly costly when running workflows
involving very large datasets and/or complex tasks to be processed in-memory.

A data intensive workflow is the description of a process usually represented as
a directed acyclic graph (DAG), expressed in terms of tasks and their dependencies.
Workflow tasks are computational steps for data analysis or scientific simulations;
common operations are data acquisition, transformation, analysis and visualization.
Parallelism can be exploited by executing independent tasks concurrently, possibly
on different computing nodes. In many cases, it is necessary to execute multiple
tasks on the same computing node, e.g. when the number of tasks is greater than
the number of nodes available for a given workflow, or because multiple tasks need
to be performed on the same (often immovable) dataset located on a single node. In
these scenarios, memory saturation events are likely to happen and the necessity of
moving data to disk will result in longer execution times.

To optimize workflow execution and reduce execution time, this deliverable
presents two complementary solutions for the IDM module: 1) a data mining strategy
for predicting the memory occupancy of each workflow task; 2) a scheduling strategy
that allocates tasks to a computing node taking into account the (predicted) memory
occupancy of each task, the memory available on that node and the memory runtime
parameters identified by the autotuner. Therefore, the scheduling strategy makes use
of the output produced by the memory occupancy predictor. The effectiveness of the
data-mining-based predictor and the scheduling strategy for in-memory workflow
execution are demonstrated experimentally using Spark as a testbed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Workflows are largely used to orchestrate the complex set of operations that are
required to handle and process huge amounts of data. Distributed and parallel
processing is needed to complete the execution of complex data-intensive workflows
in reasonable times and in-memory processing can bring important benefits to
accelerate execution. However, optimization techniques are necessary to fully
exploit in-memory processing, to avoid performance drops due to unpredicted
memory saturation events. The main goal of Task T4.3 of ASPIDE was to define
such optimization techniques as core components of the Intelligent Data Manager
(IDM) module of the ASPIDE architecture

The result is a data mining-based optimization system for the IDM module
that is able to optimize the in-memory execution of data intensive workflows. The
proposed solution takes into account the memory requirements of the workflow tasks,
so as to avoid or reduce main memory saturation events, which may happen when
multiple tasks are executed concurrently on the same computing node. Swapping
or spilling to disk caused by main memory saturation may result in significant
time overhead. The proposed IDM optimization system is aimed at reducing this
overhead, which otherwise could be particularly costly when running workflows
involving very large datasets and/or complex tasks to be processed in-memory.

A data intensive workflow is the description of a process usually represented as
a directed acyclic graph (DAG), expressed in terms of tasks and their dependencies.
Workflow tasks are computational steps for data analysis or scientific simulations;
common operations are data acquisition, transformation, analysis and visualization.
Parallelism can be exploited by executing independent tasks concurrently, possibly
on different computing nodes. In many cases, it is necessary to execute multiple
tasks on the same computing node, e.g. when the number of tasks is greater than
the number of nodes available for a given workflow, or because multiple tasks need
to be performed on the same (often immovable) dataset located on a single node. In
these scenarios, memory saturation events are likely to happen and the necessity of
moving data to disk will result in longer execution times.

To optimize workflow execution and reduce execution time, two complementary
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solutions for the IDM module are proposed in this deliverable: 1) a data mining
strategy for predicting the memory occupancy of each workflow task; 2) a scheduling
strategy that allocates tasks to a computing node taking into account the (predicted)
memory occupancy of each task, and the memory available on that node. Therefore,
the scheduling strategy makes use of the output produced by the memory occupancy
predictor.

More specifically, given a data-intensive workflow, the IDM module exploits a
data mining model to estimate the amount of memory occupied by each task of the
workflow, and then chooses the scheduling plan based on workflow characteristics,
such as:

• How it is designed, in terms of tasks and dependencies among data processed
by tasks. When we refer to data-intensive scientific workflows, data depen-
dencies (the output of a task is passed as input to the following tasks) have
to be considered rather than control dependencies (some tasks have to be
terminated before executing others) [1].

• Information about the input, such as number of rows, dimensionality and all
other features required to describe the complexity of the input.

• Type of the task, i.e., computation performed by a given node of the workflow.
For instance, in case of data analytics workflows, it is possibile to distin-
guish among supervised learning, unsupervised learning and association rules
discovery tasks, and also between learning and prediction tasks.

Classical workflow scheduling problem is that of allocating tasks to computing
nodes to be executed. The objective is to get an efficient Scheduling Plan (SP) that
minimizes resource consumption, execution cost and the "makespan" [2], that is,
the total time required to process all given tasks. The goal of the proposed solution
is to minimize the makespan and execution cost through an intelligent utilization of
memory resources. This is done by identifying clusters of tasks that can be executed
in parallel on the same node, optimizing in-memory processing so as to avoid the
use of disk.

A data mining approach is exploited for estimating the memory consumption
of the workflow tasks. Given a history of past executed workflows, represented in
a transactional table that includes a set of relevant features about data and tasks,
and considering peak memory as target variable, a predictive regression model is
created to infer a set of information about the distribution of memory occupation,
according to the features that describe it. Using the predictive model, a data-aware
scheduling strategy for a data-intensive workflow is adopted to support in-memory
execution of its tasks, avoiding swapping to disk due to memory saturation and thus
improving execution time.

In most cases, distributed processing systems use a-priori policies (either in-
storage or in-memory) for data management. In Hadoop, for instance, MapReduce
is based on HDFS, where mappers write intermediate results after each computation
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performing a disk based memory computing with partial use of memory [3]. In
Spark, instead, the model is based on RDD abstraction and different storage levels
are provided for data caching and persistency, while performing in-memory com-
puting with a partial use of disk. The Spark in-memory approach is generally very
efficient, but a time overhead may happen, due to spilling data from memory to disk
when memory usage exceed a given threshold. This overhead could be eliminated or
significantly reduced if memory occupation of a task is known in advance, avoiding
to run in parallel two or more tasks that cumulatively exceed the memory threshold
causing I/O operations on disk.

In order to show the benefit of the proposed solution for the IDM module, the
effectiveness of the data-mining-based predictor and the scheduling strategy for
in-memory workflow execution are demonstrated experimentally using Spark as a
testbed.

The rest of the deliverable is structured as follows:

1. Chapter 2 discusses related work.

2. Chapter 4 presents the data mining strategy for predicting the memory occu-
pancy of workflow tasks.

3. Chapter 5 presents the scheduling strategy for task allocation.

4. Chapter 7 presents an experimental evaluation of predictor and scheduling
strategy using Spark as a testbed.

5. Chapter 8 highlights the main results achieved and discusses future work.
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Chapter 2

Related work

General-purpose parallel file systems such as GPFS [4] and Lustre [5] have been
providing for a long time well-known solutions for long term persistent storage.
However, nowadays use cases have empowered the proliferation of low-latency
storage systems as the amount of data handled by a single application has grown
immeasurably. Therefore, the characteristic low-latency access of main memory
storage devices have consolidated in-memory stores as a feasible approach to the
problem. Such has been the impact of these storage systems [6] that multiple
solutions, such as: in-memory relational databases, in-memory NoSQL databases,
in-memory cache systems, and in-memory data processing systems, have been
implemented in the last years.

Considering the widespread spectrum of solutions, Redis [7] is a well-known
key-value in-memory store that offers storage support for multiple data structures.
Redis’ implementation employs a single thread in charge of both, I/O communi-
cations, and data storage/retrieval operations. Redis provides a distributed version
called Redis Cluster, which lacks of any kind of centralized control achieving an
absolute decentralization. The Redis distributed version implements a hash slot
partition strategy in order to find out which server within the deployment will store
a certain record. Nevertheless, our tool has significant enhancements over Redis.
First of all, the IMSS storage system follows a multi-threaded design architecture.
Secondly, our IMSS provides to the applications a set of distribution policies that
can be chosen at dataset level. As a result, IMSS will increase awareness in terms
of data distribution at the client side, providing benefits such as a better data locality
exploitation.

Memcached [8] conforms a high-performance key-value in-memory object
caching system that provides a clustered version. However, distributed Memcached
is mainly enabled by client libraries that are in charge of distributing key-value pairs
among the set of servers conforming the cluster, usually following a hash distribution
policy. As a result, the clustered version will relay on third-party implemented client
libraries and their ability to distribute elements as evenly as possible. Again, the
advantage of the IMSS storage system against Memcached involves its ability to
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assign a certain data distribution policy by dataset, ensuring uniform distribution,
data location awareness and locality exploitation.

Another possibility that has been explored in order to approach the data chal-
lenge are ad-hoc file systems. These storage systems have been considered as a
feasible solution to the problem as their purpose is to provide a custom data resource
at application level, taking advantage of internal storage devices while acting as a
middle layer between persistent storage entities and the application itself. So as to
comply with the final purpose of ad-hoc file systems, new implementations must
seek to provide the following features [9]: (i) negligible deployment overhead, as
these file systems could be deployed on a HPC cluster for lifetimes as small as
the runtime of a single job; (ii) global name space for all nodes linked to the same
ad-hoc file system; and (iii) interaction with the back-end storage system through
data staging.

Within the current state-of-the-art ad-hoc file systems, GekkoFS [10] conforms
an exemplary implementation of an ad-hoc file system which offers a user-space
file system that combines application’s node-local SSD storage devices in order to
provide a global name space within the context of a particular use case, such as an
HPC job. The idea behind GekkoFS implementation looks forward distributing data
and metadata as evenly as possible among the nodes conforming the file system
instance. As a result, GekkoFS exploits hash indexing in order to discover which
server will be storing each data element. GekkoFS relaxes the POSIX semantics
and relies on the application in order to ensure that data overlapping conflicts do not
arise. Therefore, the main differences considering GekkoFS and IMSS involves data
distribution strategies and storage resources. On the one hand, GekkoFS considers a
hash indexing distribution strategy of the data blocks between the different server
nodes conforming the storage instance, but our IMSS store enables multiple data
distribution policies at dataset level increasing the application’s awareness about the
location of the data itself. On the other hand, GekkoFS only implements a persistent
storage policy making use of SSD devices, as our IMSS uses main memory so as to
store records and also the possibility of persistent storage. Making use of persistent
storage devices only could harm accessing records located in the requesting node,
consequently reducing the effectiveness of data-locality exploitation.

BurstFS [11] constitutes a burst-oriented storage system that shares basic design
considerations with GekkoFS. The main difference between them involves write
operations: BurstFS clients always write to the corresponding local storage in
a log-type manner. BurstFS instances are dynamically deployed along with the
allocation of a job over a set of compute nodes. Then, the storage system will be
using whatever node-local burst buffers are available, which may consist of SSDs
or any other fast storage device. Moreover, BurstFS uses the key-value data model
in order to handle metadata. In this case, the distribution policies enabled by our
IMSS arise as an advantage against the BurstFS system. The IMSS client will be
able to write to local/internal storage devices and to distribute the same workload
among the set of servers conforming the storage entity by means of different data
distribution strategies (see Section 3.4) achieving improved load-balance strategies
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respect to BurstFS. BurstFS system makes use of persistent storage devices while
IMSS store makes use primarily of main memory resources. As a result, the benefits
of the data-locality exploitation will be achieved more easily using the IMSS tool.

In a previous work, we presented Hercules [12], a hierarchical parallel storage
system based on distributed memory. This work differs in the following aspects.
First, Hercules was based on Memcached [13] for both front and back-end layers.
This approach suffers from the limitation of the Memchached protocol for data
transferring modes, such as inter-process communication and inter-thread communi-
cation. IMSS employs its own communication protocol based on ZeroMQ, offering
more flexible communication patterns. In contrast to Hercules, IMSS provides its
own in-memory storage back-end. This alternative outperforms Memcached by
eliminating the global cache lock system [14]. IMSS offers an ad-hoc oriented
deployment, which facilitates the integration of IMSS in both applications and
systems. Finally, IMSS offers a scalable metadata management layer that exploits
data locality in large supercomputers.
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Chapter 3

In-memory storage system for
data-intensive applications

Computer applications are growing in terms of data management requirements.
In both scientific and engineering domains, high-performance computing clusters
tend to experience bottlenecks in the I/O layer, limiting the scalability of data-
intensive based applications. Thus, minimising the number of cycles required by
I/O operations constitutes a widely addressed challenge. In order to cope with that
constraint, distributed in-memory store solutions provide a network-attached storage
system using the compute nodes main memory as storage device. This solution
provides a temporal but faster storage approach than those based on non-volatile
memory like SSDs.

This chapter presents a novel ad-hoc in-memory storage system focused on data
management and data distribution, namely IMSS. Our solution accelerates both data
and metadata management, taking advantage of ZeroMQ, a fast and flexible commu-
nication channel. IMSS incorporates multiple distribution policies for optimising
network performance and increasing the load-balance. The experimental evaluation
demonstrates that our proposal outperforms Redis, a well-known in-memory data
structure store. The results demonstrate that our solution outperforms Redis in both
write and read data accesses.

3.1 Introduction

Current scientific and engineering applications running on today’s large-scale su-
percomputers are usually characterised by a data-intensive nature. A single ap-
plication’s workflow easily generates tens of terabytes of data, mostly produced
by on-line operations. As M. Radulovic et al. [15] stated, from the performance
point of view, that a set of tested applications behave as data intensive ones when
all of them, but two, spent a significant portion of time with a memory bandwidth
utilisation above 60% or even 80%. Due to the appearance of these data-demanding
high performance applications, multiple software solutions have been introduced in
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an attempt to cope with challenges along the entire I/O software stack [16]. From
high-level I/O libraries, aiming to map application onto storage abstractions (HDF5,
ParallelNetCDF), to parallel file systems, focusing on offering a global name space
and high performance storage access (Lustre, GPFS), and I/O middleware, such
as MPI-IO, and I/O forwarding systems (IOFSL), whose final objective consist on
reducing the amount of file system calls and offloading I/O functionalities from
compute nodes, respectively.

Workflow management systems are widely-used platforms for designing and
executing scientific and engineering data-intensive applications over High Perfor-
mance Computing (HPC) systems or distributed infrastructures. Data-intensive
workflows consist of interdependent data processing tasks, often connected in a
DAG-style sequence, which communicate through intermediate storage abstractions,
typically files. While workflow management systems deployed on HPC systems (e.g.
parallel machines) typically exploit a monolithic parallel file system that ensures a
high efficiency in data access [17], workflow systems implemented on distributed
infrastructures (most often, a public Cloud) must borrow techniques from the Big
Data computing space [18].

For several years, I/O-intensive HPC-based applications have been primarily
based on distributed object-based file systems, which separate data from metadata
management and allow each client to communicate in parallel directly with multiple
storage servers. Exascale I/O raises the throughput and storage capacity require-
ments by several orders of magnitude, therefore to develop methods that can manage
the network and storage resources accordingly is a must [19]. It is assumed that the
systems already developed for data analytics are not directly applicable to HPC due
to the fine-granularity I/O involved in scientific applications. Another weakness of
existing systems is the semantic gap between the application requests and the way
they are managed by the storage back-end at the block level.

This deliverable presents the implementation and evaluation of a distributed ad-
hoc in-memory storage system (IMSS), a proposal to enhance I/O in both traditional
HPC and High Performance Data Analytics (HPDA) systems. The architectural de-
sign follows a client-server design model where the client itself will be responsible
of the server entities deployment. We propose an application-attached deployment
constrained to application’s nodes and an application-detached considering offshore
nodes. The client layer is in charge of dealing with data locality exploitation along-
side the implementation of multiple I/O patterns providing diverse data distribution
policies. Besides, the storage system follows a key-value structure mapped to a
get-set interface, relaxing the POSIX standard interface constraints such as the
unavailability for non-contiguous read and write operations [20].

Our approach offers the following benefits. First, the storage facility provides a
flexible API tackling the storage servers’ elastic deployment. It is possible to specify
the number of servers to be deployed as well as the compute nodes where these
servers will execute. Each server will have a storage buffer, whose size is specified
at server creation. Second, IMSS makes use of main memory as the storage device
so as to reduce as much as possible response time within requests, avoiding querying
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data from disk. IMSS provides multiple data distribution policies, which consider
data scattering among storage processes and adapts the distribution behaviour to
each application’s use case. Finally, IMSS exposes a non-POSIX interface so as
to cope with the semantic gap existing in current high-performance I/O systems.
The interface provided relays on get-set functions that enable non-contiguous data-
related operations, unlike the traditional POSIX interface.

In this deliverable, we evaluate our IMSS and compare it with the well-known
Redis in-memory store. Throughout the evaluation procedure, different topologies
were replicated using Redis as storage system, where the same number of clients
and servers where deployed assigning the exact same workload to each one of them.
In addition, Redis system’s configuration was modified so as to provide an exclusive
in-memory storage as Redis implements persistent possibilities. The evaluation
results show that IMSS outperforms Redis for data-intensive high performance
applications.

3.2 IMSS Architecture Design

The development of the present work was strictly conditioned by a set of well-
defined objectives. Firstly, IMSS should provide flexibility in terms of deployment.
To achieve this, the IMSS API provides a set of deployment methods where the
number of servers conforming the instance, as well as their locations, buffer sizes
and their coupled or decoupled nature, can be specified. IMSS follows a multi-
threaded design architecture. Each server conforming an instance counts with a
dispatcher thread and a pool of worker threads. The dispatcher thread distributes
the incoming workload between the worker threads with the aim of balancing the
workload in a multi-threaded scenario. Main entities conforming the architectural
design are IMSS clients (front-end), IMSS server (back-end), and IMSS metadata
server. Finally, the IMSS offers to the application a set of distribution policies at
dataset level. As a result, the storage system will increase awareness in terms of data
distribution at the client side, providing benefits such as data locality exploitation
and load balancing.

Two of the most suitable network interfaces are sockets and Remote Procedure
Calls (RPC). In order to optimize both intra and inter process communication,
ZeroMQ library [21] was opted, handling communications between the different
entities conforming an IMSS instance. ZeroMQ has been qualified as one of
the most efficient libraries for creating distributed applications [22]. ZeroMQ
provides multiple communication patterns across various transport layers, such
as inter-threaded, inter-process, TCP, UDP, and multicast. ZeroMQ conforms a
performance-friendly API with an asynchronous I/O model that promotes scalability.
In addition, ZeroMQ library provides support for zero-copy messages, avoiding
further overheads due to data displacements.

Furthermore, to deal with the IMSS dynamic nature, a centralized metadata
server was included in the design step. The metadata server is in charge of storing
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the structures representing each IMSS and dataset instances. Consequently, clients
are able to join an already created IMSS as well as accessing an existing dataset
among other operations. The metadata server follows the chosen IMSS deployment
strategy and will be exclusively accessed in metadata-related operations, such as:
create_dataset or open_imss. Note that no metadata requests will be performed in
data-oriented operations, such as get_data or set_data, reducing both the overhead
of the I/O accesses and the risk of contention at the metadata server.

Moreover, IMSS provides multiple data distribution policies by design (local,
buckets, hash, round-robin, and crc) in both deployment modes, increasing the num-
ber of data scattering possibilities among storage servers and enlarging versatility in
terms of application’s data management. Within the previous possibilities, a LOCAL
policy should be highlighted as it will have the objective of exploiting data locality
as much as possible: data requests will be forwarded to the storage server running
in the same machine where the request was made. Finally, a non-POSIX get-set
interface will be provided in order to manage datasets, which conform a storage
abstraction used by IMSS instances in order to manage data blocks (smallest data
unit considered within the storage system).

3.2.1 Deployment Strategies

Two strategies were considered so as to adapt the storage system to the application’s
requirements. On the one hand, the application-detached strategy, consisting on
deploying IMSS clients and servers as process entities on decoupled nodes. IMSS
clients will be deployed in the same computing nodes as the application, using them
to take advantage of all available computing resources within an HPC cluster, while
IMSS servers will be in charge of storing the application datasets and enabling the
storage’s execution in application’s offshore nodes. In this strategy, IMSS clients
do not store data locally, as this deployment was thought to provide an application-
detached possibility. In this way, persistent IMSS storage servers could be created
by the system and would be executed longer than a specific application, so as to
avoid additional storage initialization overheads in execution time. Figure ?? (left)
illustrates the topology of an IMSS application-detached deployment over a set
of compute and/or storage nodes where the IMSS instance does not belong to the
application context nor its nodes.

On the other hand, the application-attached deployment strategy seeks empow-
ering locality exploitation constraining deployment possibilities to the set of nodes
where the application is running, so that each application node will also include
an IMSS client and an IMSS server, deployed as a thread within the application.
Consequently, data could be forced to be sent and retrieved from the same node,
thus maximizing locality possibilities for data. In this approach each process con-
forming the application will invoke a method initializing certain in-memory store
resources easing future deployments. Flexibility aside, as main memory will be
used as storage device, an in-memory store will be implemented so as to achieve
faster data-related request management. Figure ??(right) displays the topology of
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an IMSS application-attached deployment where the IMSS instance is contained
within the application.

3.2.2 Front-end Layer

The client application will handle IMSS and dataset instances through an IMSS
client library. The API provides a set of operations to create, join, get, set, and
release data, datasets, and IMSS instances.

Along any session, clients create and join multiple IMSS instances. An IMSS
instance is defined as an ephemeral dedicated storage entity conformed by multiple
servers distributed along a set of user-defined machines that use main memory
in order to store datasets. An IMSS instance is identified by a unique Uniform
Resource Identifier (URI) and it is represented by a data structure storing param-
eters such as the number of servers conforming the instance and their respective
location. Moreover, a dataset entity corresponds to a collection of data elements
with a constant size that are distributed among the storage servers of a single IMSS
instance following a certain data distribution policy. As IMSS instances, datasets are
identified by a unique URI, which reflects the storing IMSS entity. A data structure
representing the dataset abstraction is created per instance, gathering parameters
such as the distribution policy assigned to the dataset, the number of data elements
conforming the dataset, and the replication factor, among others.

3.2.3 Back-end Layer

Each IMSS instance is conformed by multiple IMSS storage servers. Each one stores
multiple data blocks of different datasets. Each IMSS server deploys a dispatcher
thread that distributes and balances client connection requests among worker threads
following a round-robin policy. In addition, worker threads belonging to the same
server associate data blocks’ identifiers to memory locations in a map-based memory
container.

In order to handle get and set requests, each worker thread exclusively accesses
the map container for the provided data block location. Afterwards, the requested
data block is wrapped into a message and is sent back to the client in case of a get
operation. If the requested data block is not found, an error code is returned. If the
operation is a set, the worker thread overwrites the concerned block if it was already
stored. Otherwise, the data block is written and a new key-value pair representing
the previous block is added to the map.

3.3 IMSS Metadata Server

Dataset and IMSS data structures appear whenever the client creates one of the
previous instances. The metadata server was introduced in order to keep track
of the aforementioned structures. As a result, the first step that any application
must perform in order to take advantage of the presented storage system involves
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connecting to the metadata server. Initially, the server’s location is unknown to the
application; therefore, the server’s location parameters must be explicitly provided.

In terms of design, IMSS metadata server aims to balance workload among
a thread pool. The architecture consists of a single dispatcher thread and multi-
ple worker threads. The dispatcher thread serves incoming connection requests
distributing new clients between the worker threads following a round robin policy.

Moreover, the server keeps track of the stored structures through a map container.
The former associates datasets’ and IMSS instances’ URIs to a memory location.
Besides, the map constitutes a shared entity among all worker threads. Furthermore,
the metadata server handles the task of maintaining another internal data structure
used to organize the IMSS and dataset instances in a directory tree organisation,
which is dynamically filled up as new entities are received. This structure aims
to reduce as much as possible the management overhead of every get_dir request,
which will ask for all the elements contained within a certain URI. The previous
functionality is widely explained at the end of this section.

As another fact to consider, the metadata server implements a persistence
module. The server is able to write the structures associated to the dataset and IMSS
entities handled along the session once it is over, as well as reading them during the
deployment of a new session.

The following methods implemented in IMSS enable the interaction between
the client and the metadata server:

• stat_init: this method creates a communication channel between the calling
client and the metadata server. Moreover, the method performs additional
operations involving, for example, the initialization of all local management
data structures and the creation of the ZeroMQ context that will be used to
create every socket. The following steps are executed by stat_init:

1. Initialization of internal management entities.

2. Socket context initialization.

3. Discovery of the machine’s hostname where the client is running.

4. Connection request to the metadata server dispatcher thread.

• stat_release: involving the same set of entities managed by the stat_init
function, this method releases all local data management entities and the
corresponding initialized communication resources through the following
steps:

1. Release all internal data management structures.

2. Release connection resources required to communicate with the meta-
data server.

3. Communication’s context release.
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• get_dir: relative to the whole set of elements contained within a certain URI,
the get_dir method retrieves from the metadata server a list of identifiers
corresponding to all those elements contained within the previous URI. The
method expects a specific URI and further control parameters that are used
to store and read the aforementioned list. The routine is conformed by the
following steps:

1. Request formalization and shipping.

2. Retrieval of the corresponding response. If no URI is found with the
provided value, an error takes place and the method returns.

3. Management of the received buffer containing the list of identifiers.

4. The method returns successfully providing the number of elements
retrieved within the list and the corresponding resources to read them.

3.4 Data Distribution Policies

Dataset distribution policies included in IMSS define the distribution of each dataset
in the instance deployed. The policy determines the back-end server in charge
of storing data blocks. The IMSS front-end layer handles the policy assignment
whenever a dataset is created. The IMSS metadata server maintains the dataset’s
data structure, annotating the distribution policies of each one. The following
policies have been developed:

• ROUND_ROBIN: data blocks are distributed among the IMSS servers fol-
lowing a round-robin strategy.

• BUCKETS: each dataset is divided into the same number of chunks as
number of servers. Each chunk is composed by a consecutive number of data
blocks, equally distributed. Then, each chunk is assigned to a unique server.

• HASHED: a hash operation is applied over each data block key to discover
the mapped server.

• CRC16bits & CRC64bits: similar to HASHED policy, but a sixteen/sixty
four bits CRC operation is applied over the data block key.

• LOCAL: each data block is handled by the IMSS server running in the same
node that the client. The data block key is not considered in this policy. If
no IMSS server was deployed in the client node, every dataset’s data-related
operation will return an error.

With those policies, IMSS enables the possibility to tune the dataset distribution.
These distribution policies aim to increase performance. As demonstrated in Section
3.5, the LOCAL policy experimentally obtains the greatest performance due to the
exploitation of locality. In the current prototype, the distribution policy is stablished
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at creation time and it can not be modified. In the future, we plan implement a
dynamic distribution policy that enables to adapt the behaviour in terms of system
metrics (CPU, memory consumption, etc).

3.5 Experimental Evaluation

An IMSSS prototype, as well as micro-benchmarks used for evaluation are available
1. IMSS has been evaluated in different scenarios in order to ascertain the tool’s
appropriateness for the task addressed in the current work. First, we evaluated IMSS
in a bare-metal cluster. Second, in order to evaluate the scalability of IMSS, we
carried out experiments using the Google Cloud infrastructure.

The two evaluated scenarios are:

• Single Dataset. In this case, the evaluation concerns a single dataset. In-
volved clients initially write and then read just one dataset whose size was
fixed to 4 GB. Besides, different block sizes were considered providing
multiple access granularities.

• Multiple Datasets. This evaluation scenario aims to measure the overhead
introduced by metadata operations by dividing the initial dataset into smaller
partitions. In this case, each client writes and then reads 1024 datasets of 1
MB each. Again, different block sizes were considered. It is important to
highlight that the Redis in-memory store lacks of dataset concept. Instead, in
Redis we represent datasets is terms of keys.

In order to depict the performance of IMSS, we have compared our solution with
four storage alternatives. First, IMSS was directly compared with the Redis object
store. Second, IMSS was compared with maximum network bandwidth (in terms of
MB/s), denoted in the plots with the label network_limit. The network throughput
was obtained by using the iperf tool [23]. Finally, IMSS is also compared to a node-
local and a distributed POSIX-compliant storage system, which are tagged in the
evaluations as posix_local and posix_network, respectively. In case of posix_local,
we consider the throughput of accessing an internal storage disk using POSIX calls.
posix_network represent the throughput using basic sockets.

3.5.1 Cluster-based evaluation

The evaluation was carried out using a bare-metal cluster conformed of eight Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU E5-2603 v4 at 1.70GHz compute nodes with 126 GB of main memory.
The software layer is based on Ubuntu 18.10 LTS, GCC compiler 7.3.0, and MPICH
3.2.0. The results shown in the experiments correspond with the averaged value of
five consecutive executions.

1https://gitlab.arcos.inf.uc3m.es/mandres/IMSS
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3.5.1.1 Single dataset

The current experiment aims to evaluate the performance of an IMSS deployment
dealing with a set of clients performing simultaneous write and read requests. The
IMSS deployment instantiated was conformed by four servers and four clients where
a client-server pair was deployed in each used node (see Figure ??).

The aforementioned deployment was replicated in order to evaluate the Redis
store under the same parameters. One Redis client and one Redis server were
deployed at each node. Besides, each one was assigned the same workload. Ap-
proaching the evaluation, the dataset was divided into the same number of pieces as
clients involved in the scenario (4 pieces of 1 GB). In this procedure, each client
writes its corresponding piece. Then, each one reads the previously written portion.

Figure 3.1: Single dataset WRITE evaluation. Cluster environment.

Figure 3.1 presents the aggregated throughput (addition of means) that the
client set achieved in the writing step. As it was stated, different distribution were
considered as well as different block sizes. As it can be appreciated, the writing
throughput obtained by the distribution policies is significantly above the network
limit, which could be pointed out near the horizontal axis. This takes place as
ZeroMQ send API is asynchronous: a zmq_send function exclusively ensures that
the provided message is successfully queued in the local socket send buffer. Then, a
background I/O thread sends the actual message.

Taking into account the block size variation, a significant performance degrada-
tion could be denoted when border block sizes are employed (4 KB and 64 MB).
Considering Redis and posix_network alternatives, both obtain a throughput close
to the network limit as their writing request are handled by synchronous API calls.
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Figure 3.2: Single dataset READ evaluation. Cluster environment.

Moreover, both LOCAL and BUCKETS policies outperform the remaining as
they forward requests to the local IMSS back-end server. Even though the asyn-
chronous nature of ZeroMQ’s writing requests, it seems to be a performance im-
provement if these are forwarded to the local server as well. We observe that, while
the LOCAL policy takes advantage of the local IMSS server, the BUCKETS per-
forms a non-informed use of them due to the evaluated deployment. Consequently,
is ascertained that data locality conforms a real phenomenon with the potential to
be exploited. As conclusion, LOCAL’s policy outperforms the posix_local caching
system’s throughput justifying the IMSS effectiveness.

Once the writing step has concluded, the reading phase takes place. Figure
3.2 presents the aggregated throughput obtained from the reading procedure of
the previous dataset. Again, different distribution policies and storage systems are
evaluated and analyzed. We can observe that the throughput obtained by the LOCAL
and BUCKETS policies stick out. In this case, the difference between these two
policies and the others increase as they perform network independent and network
dependant operations, respectively. Storage server running in the same node where
the request was made, handles the actual request providing the corresponding data
block and an outstanding network-less throughput.

3.5.1.2 Multiple Datasets

Following the same deployment and context presented in Figure ??, the current
evaluations divide the previous dataset into many smaller ones, so as to measure the
performance penalty due to metadata operation invocation. Every client writes and
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then reads 1024 datasets of 1 MB each, reaching an overall of 4 GB (as previous
experiments).

Figure 3.3 presents the aggregated throughput that all clients achieved by writes.
Again, the asynchronous nature of the ZeroMQ’s API calls justifies the general
performance achieved by the distribution polices over the network limit. However,
values are significantly smaller compared to the ones shown in Figure 3.1, as
the number of create_dataset operations, which require communication with the
metadata server, increases 1024 times per client. Considering the LOCAL policy, a
performance improvement could be denoted. However, it is worth to be mentioned
how the posix_local alternative outperforms the remaining ones as it ignores inter-
node operations, which allow to reduce the network overhead.

Figure 3.3: Multiple datasets WRITE evaluation. Cluster environment.

In this case, posix_local outperforms the IMSS store in terms of performance.
However, IMSS store outperforms the posix_local utility in terms of functionality as
a locally written dataset is still distributed. The previous statement refers to the fact
that, even though a client creates a local dataset and writes it in its local IMSS server,
once it has concluded, another client could open and remotely access it. In order
to provide the previous functionality, the posix_local case should be distributed
turning to the posix_network utility, whose efficiency is clearly surpassed by any
IMSS policy.

Figure 3.4 presents the aggregated throughput obtained in the reading step. Once
again, the evaluation turns to be characterized by the posix_local case. Nevertheless,
the IMSS is able to reach noticeable results respect to the posix_local tool while
maintaining the aforementioned functional advantage.
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Figure 3.4: Multiple datasets READ evaluation. Cluster environment.

3.5.1.3 Metadata evaluation

The last cluster-based scenario evaluates the time required for invoking each API
call of IMSS. The experiment involves an IMSS deployment conformed by three
servers and two clients (see Figure ??). The idea behind the presented deployment
aims to avoid interactions between an IMSS client running in the same compute
node as the metadata server and the metadata server itself. Therefore, both clients
and servers were located in totally decoupled nodes. In order to emulate a real
scenario, metadata measurements were taken from both clients, where the first one
performed create related operations, while the second one performed open ones.

Figure 3.5 plots the mean time required in milliseconds to perform every
metadata-related call. Taking into account the stat related functions, the stat_init
method supposes an execution overhead as it initially creates the communication
channel with the metadata server. Besides, this call involves the initialization of mul-
tiple internals required for an execution. Moreover, the stat_release call requires a
smaller execution time as it exclusively releases the aforementioned communication
resources and internals.

We also observe that both init_imss and open_imss invocations constitute an-
other couple of computationally-expensive functions as they involve creating the
corresponding communication channels with each server conforming the IMSS
deployment. However, the init_imss execution time is above the open_imss one as
the first function will initialize all server entities. It is important to highlight that
the number of servers conforming the IMSS deployment significantly influences
the execution time of the aforementioned functions as the number of servers to
be awakened and the number of communications to be created increases with it.
In addition, the stat_imss function will request an IMSS metadata structure to the
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Figure 3.5: Mean execution time of each IMSS API call.

metadata server. Therefore, a small execution overhead is related to the previous
call. Finally, the release_imss call takes nearly no execution time as there is no
network overhead considered within it.

Considering the set of metadata functions composed by the create_dataset,
open_dataset and stat_dataset methods, no significant execution overhead could
be highlighted as the former exclusively involve a request-reply dialogue with the
metadata server, plus additional queries performed over the internal vectors storing
datasets’ metadata structures. Again, the release_dataset function will not suppose
a significant overhead as it will just mark as free the position storing the involved
metadata structure within the internal entity that keeps track of them.

3.5.2 Cloud-based evaluation

The IMSS was also evaluated in a cloud-based environment. The former evaluations
aimed to measure the system’s scalability reaching up to 128 nodes. These involved
the development of the Single Dataset scenario explained in subsection 3.5.1.
However, the concerned dataset was fixed to 8 GB. Multiple distribution policies
and block sizes were once again considered.

In order to carry out the concerned testbed, a versatile and flexible platform was
required. As a result, the Google Cloud Platform2 was chosen as a feasible solution
for the task. Initially, the configuration of a single machine was accomplished.
Then, throughout the evaluation procedure, the former was replicated conforming

2(https://cloud.google.com).
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a dedicated cluster with the aforementioned purpose. The virtual instances are
composed by nodes with 4 cores and 16 GB of RAM memory. We have employed
up to 128 virtual nodes. The software layer is based on Ubuntu 18.10 LTS, GCC
compiler 7.3.0, and MPICH 3.2.0. The results shown in the experiments correspond
with the average value of five different executions.

3.5.2.1 Block size variation

The first scenario introduces the aggregated performance obtained from the writing
and further reading steps of an 8 GB dataset achieved by 128 clients. Figure 3.6
represents the aggregated throughput obtained from the previous experiments. In
this case, the lack of variation of any kind is differentiated. In the first place, there is
no performance increment with bigger block sizes. This takes place as the dataset’s
portion left to each client is so small (64 MB) that it does not leave possibility for
improvement. There is no difference in writing such a small amount of bytes with
a block size of 4 KB (16384 blocks) or 16 MB (4 blocks) taking into account the
asynchronous nature of the operation. Secondly, the previous condition plus the
minimal number of write operations per compute node leaves no chance for any
LOCAL policy improvement as it was depicted in Figure 3.1. Besides, another
factor that locates the observed performance under the referenced corresponds to
the reduction in the number of write operations per client and create dataset call.

Figure 3.6: Single dataset WRITE evaluation. Cloud environment.

Moreover, Figure 3.7 shows the aggregated throughput obtained from the conse-
quent reading step. In this case, a significant improvement paired to the block size
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Figure 3.7: Single dataset READ evaluation. Cloud environment.

is ascertained. The previous fact takes place as the read operations involve network
overheads, which suffer from small blocks. In addition, a performance improvement
could be noticed regarding the LOCAL distribution. The policy turns to be favored
as each client’s requests are handled by the server running in the same machine. As
a whole, the LOCAL policy’s effectiveness is once again justified through the results
obtained in the reading step. In addition, the metadata influence is ascertained once
more regarding the writing one.

3.5.2.2 Scalability

This scenario considers a scalability evaluation of the IMSS starting from 4 nodes
up to 128. Again, the writing and reading procedures of an 8 GB dataset were
considered. Nevertheless, the block size was fixed to 16 MB. Figure 3.8 plots
the performance obtained in the writing step. As it can be seen, the performance
degradation detailed in the writing step explanation of Section 3.5.2.1 turns to be
justified. The displayed behavior conforms the normal one as, if the workload is kept
constant and the number of clients increases, the number of metadata operations also
increases reaching a point where the number of clients is no longer an advantage,
but a constraint. In addition, the asynchronous nature of the write operations is
again considered as it justifies the lack of any LOCAL case improvement.

The reading results are shown in Figure 3.9. In this case, the 4 and 8 clients
cases stick out as the BUCKETS policy is able to reach the performance of the
LOCAL policy. Consequently, considering the previous context and the BUCKETS
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Figure 3.8: Cloud scalability evaluation. WRITE step of an 8 GB dataset.

Figure 3.9: Cloud scalability evaluation. READ step of an 8 GB dataset.

distribution policy, the network limits the performance of the LOCAL policy’s
performance until the number of clients and the network topology constraint the
case. Regarding the obtained results, the performance improvement of the LOCAL
distribution policy through the exhaustive and aware exploitation of data locality are
once again justified as well as the influence performed by the metadata operations.
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Chapter 4

Memory occupancy prediction

Given a workflow composed by n tasks T1...Tn, memory occupancy prediction
aims at forecasting the peak memory that will occupied to run each Ti on a target
computing node Ci. Predictions made for a given computing node, are applicable
to all computing nodes of the same type (i.e., having same architecture, processor
type, operating systems, memory). In case of fully homogeneous exascale systems
composed by a number of identical computing nodes, predictions for a given task
are applicable to all such computing nodes. Hence, the goal is to derive a predictive
model from a set of past tasks executions, that can be used to forecast the memory
occupancy of future tasks to be executed.

The focus is on data-intensive or data-centric workflows, where each task
processes some input data to generate some output data. As a case study, we con-
centrated on data mining tasks, as they are widely used in many data-intensive
workflows. Specifically, we focused on three classes of data mining tasks: classi-
fication tasks for supervised learning, clustering tasks for unsupervised learning
and association rules discovery. For each of these categories, different algorithms
have been chosen and fitted on several datasets, varying features in order to collect
a complete log file of executions with memory used at runtime.

The following data mining algorithms from the MLlib library of Spark (ver-
sion 2.4.7) have been used: Decision Tree and Naive Bayes for classification task,
KMeans and Gaussian Mixture Models for clustering task and APriori for associa-
tion rules task.

The features chosen to describe a dataset are: number of rows, number of
columns and number of categorical features, that are usually handled through
indexed structures by algorithms.

The datasets used for training phase are shown in table 4.1, sorted by dataset
size, with reference to number of rows, columns, categorical columns, type of
numerical features (if Int, Float or both), dataset size and tasks for which that dataset
has been used. Each dataset has been sampled in rows and columns in order to
obtain a significant number of data, varying from 10% to 100% of original dataset
size. The sampling selects a random subset of rows and columns, keeping always
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the class label when existing and generating about 90 datasets from each one. From
this point of view, the column subset may be meaningless for learning process,
but our interest here is focused only on memory consumption and not on accuracy
metrics of learned models.

As far as association rules datasets are concerning, the dimensionality refers to
the mean number of items in each transaction: indeed, each transaction could be
composed by an arbitrary number of items, therefore the concept of column is not
well defined.

Table 4.1: Datasets for training

Rows Columns Categorical columns Numerical features Dataset size Task

1372 5 0 Float 46 KB
DecisionTree, GMM,

KMeans

360177 2 0 Float 6 MB KMeans

165475 13 1 Int/Float 7 MB
DecisionTree, KMeans,

NaiveBayes, GMM

434874 4 0 Float 23 MB NaiveBayes, KMeans

99003 8 8 Int 32 MB FPGrowth

581012 54 0 Int/Float 72 MB DecisionTree

11643 5812 0 Int 130 MB KMeans

24017 2400 0 Float 230 MB DecisionTree

2458286 69 3 Int 350 MB KMeans

4898431 42 3 Int 650 MB NaiveBayes

1692083 180 180 Int 1.4 GB FPGrowth

5000000 127 0 Int 1.5 GB
DecisionTree, KMeans,

GMM

7000000 28 0 Float 3.5 GB DecisionTree

Each data mining algorithm reported in table 4.1 has been executed 10 times,
monitoring memory consumption in order to have the minimum, mean and maxi-
mum memory used by the algorithm on a specific dataset at the end of execution.
These values of memory arise from a frequent sampling of JVM memory, of which
the mean value was finally taken.

Used memory was monitored through a generic Resource Monitor that realizes
JVM monitoring thanks to MemoryMX instrumentation. If we refer to unified
memory in Spark, three areas can be identified: reserved, user and spark memory.
Heap memory is used by Spark in these three categories up to 90% (to avoid OOM
errors): reserved part is by default 300 MB and is not used by Spark; user one is
used to store data structures and RDD computed during transformations and actions
and it’s by default the 40% of usable heap memory; finally, spark is the remaining
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part of heap and it’s divided in two categories, execution and storage. Execution
memory refers to that used for computation during shuffle, join, sort and aggregation
processes, while storage memory is used for caching RDD, even if the memory is
unified and when no execution memory is used storage can acquire all the available
memory and vice versa. By this the choice to monitor JVM memory is justified
and JVM heap and non-heap can be monitored by ManagementFactory Java class
through polling in order to have a detailed vision about memory trend and catch
possible peaks during executions. A Scala code extract is shown in listing 4.1 with
the allocatedMemory method called to get an observation about memory status.

private def allocatedMemory: Double = {
(ManagementFactory.getMemoryMXBean.getHeapMemoryUsage.

(cont.)getUsed +
ManagementFactory.getMemoryMXBean.getNonHeapMemoryUsage.

(cont.)getUsed)
.toDouble / mb

}

Listing 4.1: Memory monitoring

Before each task execution a Garbage Collector’s call is forced to free memory
from any data of previous executions that may not have been removed by default
calls. When a task is executed a thread is launched and run for whole execution time;
every 100 ms thread saves memory status keeping the maximum and minimum
values and aggregating all observations to compute mean value at the end. By
receiving an end task interrupt, the three values are written to a log file with the
addition of turnaround time, measured as simple difference between end and start
time. An example of resource monitoring start is shown in listing 4.2, where
described passes are presented in Scala code. The thread named threadTime is used
to reduce sampling rate, that starts from 100 milliseconds, for very long-lasting
tasks.

override def startMonitoring(): Unit = {
ResourceMonitor.threadMemory = new ThreadMemory
ResourceMonitor.threadTime = new ThreadTime
runGC()
ResourceMonitor.start = System.nanoTime()
ResourceMonitor.threadTime.start()
ResourceMonitor.threadMemory.start() }

Listing 4.2: Start resource monitoring

For the purposes of our predictor, only maximum measurement is meaningful
to predict whether an execution will exceed available memory.

Therefore the training dataset is composed by:

• Name of task as its identifier. For example, DecisionTree refers to Spark 2.4.7
MLlib’s DecisionTreeClassifier implementation that realizes a decision tree
at depth 3 and Gini index as impurity measure.
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• Type of task, as difference between Estimator (learning task) and Transformer
(prediction task). From an implementation point of view, Estimator refers to
those tasks of Spark’s MLlib library that implement the PipelineStage inter-
face and expose the fit() method: the output of a fit() call is a PipelineModel,
that is a learned model ready to be used for predictions over new data. There-
fore, a Transformer refers to a task that implements the PipelineModel inter-
face and exposes the transform() method. The distinction is necessary and
deeply different values of memory occupation are achieved.

• Dataset description, as number of rows, columns and categorical columns.
These are the three main features identified to describe input complexity.
While number of rows and columns are typical features used to describe a
dataset and its handling complexity, also the number of categorical columns
has been chosen as a discriminative feature because they are usually handled
with indexed structures in Data Mining algorithms and introduce a further
source of complexity. For example, in Decision Tree algorithm the presence
of categorical features determines different splitting strategies of nodes: if
a categorical attribute has M possible values, 2(M−1) − 1 candidates for
splitting process are generated.

• Memory occupation with minimum, maximum and mean values, obtained
as average on a set of observations build from a sampling rate of memory of
100 milliseconds.

• Time of execution.

Some of the datasets in table 4.1 have been used also for testing phase combined
with other tasks, as shown in table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Datasets for testing

Rows Columns Categorical columns Numeric features Dataset size Task

340184 104 104 Int 34 MB FPGrowth

581012 54 0 Int/Float 72 MB KMeans, GMM

2075259 9 2 Float 122 MB KMeans

2458286 69 3 Int 350 MB GMM, NaiveBayes

4898431 42 3 Int 650 MB DecisionTree

For the execution and monitoring phase, a Spark environment has been used
with Scala API and DataFrame abstraction to represent data. An architecture based
on observer pattern has been exploited to associate a generic Monitor to a runnable
task. DataFrame are previously pre-processed to accomplish to Spark requirements,
such as features attributes aggregated in an array-like column called "features" and
"label" column for class as shown in listing 4.3.
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override def runTask(task: Task, dataset: DataFrame): Any = {
val m: Monitor = ResourceMonitor.getInstance(task,dataset)
task.addMonitor(m)
m.startMonitoring()
task.getTaskClass match {

case ClassTask.Classification =>
task.run(dataset.select("features", "label"))
case ClassTask.Clustering =>
task.run(dataset.select("features"))
case ClassTask.AssociationRules => task.run(dataset)

}
}

Listing 4.3: Task run

Information about dataset description, such as number of rows, columns and
categorical columns, are computed only once for each of 10 executions through a
singleton instance of the monitor, in particular for avoiding the heavy call to count()
method.

Once the training dataset with memory information was build, a regression
model has been learned with the goal to estimate memory occupation of an execution.
An extract of used log dataset is shown in figure 4.1, where memory occupation has
to be considered in megabytes and time in milliseconds.

Figure 4.1: Log extract

In this case a stacking model, or meta-learner, has been developed in order
to fit the non linear distribution of features. In fact, due to its complexity, the
regression problem couldn’t be faced with a simple linear regressor or its variants
with regularization functions, such as ridge or lasso models, but a more robust model
has been necessary. The Ridge and Lasso regressors and Elastic Net regularization
too have been tested with poor results. The meta-learner is build on three weak
learners able to catch different aspects of input data: a Gradient Boosting Regressor,
an AdaBoost Regressor and an Extra Trees Regressor, all based on decision trees,
have been used. Once each regressor gives its prediction, a Decision Tree makes the
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final decision. The hyperparameters used for each of described ensemble models,
developed in Python3, are shown in table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Hyperparameters

Hyperparametr Value

n_estimators 500

learning_rate 0.01

max_depth 7

loss least squares

In figure 4.4 the structure of the meta-learner is shown in Python code. A
two-level model has been learned fitting each weak learner on training set and fitting
a Decision Tree on these predictions.

def meta_learning_regressor(X_train, Y_train):
# regressors layer 0
depth, estimators = 7, 500
regressors = [GradientBoostingRegressor(n_estimators=

(cont.)estimators, learning_rate=0.01, max_depth=depth,
(cont.)random_state=0,loss=’ls’), AdaBoostRegressor(
(cont.)DecisionTreeRegressor(max_depth=depth), n_estimators=
(cont.)estimators, random_state=0), ExtraTreesRegressor(
(cont.)n_estimators=estimators, max_features=’auto’,
(cont.)random_state=0, max_depth=depth)]

predictions = []
for regr in regressors:

regr.fit(X_train, Y_train)
predictions.append(regr.predict(X_train))

# layer 1
first_layer_out = np.column_stack(predictions)
regrout = DecisionTreeRegressor(max_depth=depth - 1)
regrout.fit(first_layer_out, Y_train)
model = (regressors, regrout)
return model

Listing 4.4: Stacking model

In figure 4.5 the prediction process is shown. Predictions are made passing
through all weak learners and finally to Decision Tree. The feature_importances_
attribute gives information on the contribute of each learner to the final predictions.
Of three weak learners combined for meta-learner, the AdaBoost is the one that
mainly contribute to prediction with 93.08%, while Gradient Boosting and Extra
Trees contribute with 6.87% and 0.05% respectively. Using only the AdaBoost
model would achieve good results but some features of data wouldn’t be caught.

def predict(model, X_test):
regressors, predictions = model[0], []
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for regr in regressors:
predictions.append(regr.predict(X_test))

first_layer_out = np.column_stack(predictions)
regrout = model[1]
pred = regrout.predict(first_layer_out)
importance = regrout.feature_importances_
return pred, importance

Listing 4.5: Stacking model

Best model has been selected out of 20 runs, with random training and testing
set sampling, through maximization of an objective function obtained from the
combination of the determination coefficient R2 and the mean absolute percentage
error MAPE, in the form

R2 + (1−MAPE)

whose goal is to choose model that can better explain variance of data and minimize
the error over predictions in the meanwhile. Model has been evaluated with respect
to different metrics as will be discussed in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 5

Scheduling strategy

Given the predictive model created as described in the previous chapter, it is possible
to forecast the amount of memory that will be occupied to execute a given task on a
target computing node, based on the task’s features (i.e., task algorithm, input data
characteristics, etc.). This predictive model is exploited by the scheduling strategy
proposed in this chapter, whose goal is to avoid swapping to disk due to memory
saturation in order to improve execution time.

The results discussed below refer to a local scheduling problem. Hence, we
describe in the following how all the tasks of a given workflow can be scheduled on
a single computing node, by exploiting the information provided by the predictive
model. In Chapter 8 we will mention the applicability of this approach to the case of
large-scale data-analysis workflows composed by many sub-workflows, where each
sub-workflow needs to be executed on a specific computing node (which implies
that local scheduling is applicable separately to each sub-workflow).

The scheduling strategy has been developed as an offline Bin Packing problem
(BP): given n items and n bins, wj the j-th item’s weight and c the capacity of
each bin, the goal is to assign each item to a bin not exceeding the capacity c and
minimizing the number of used bins. The problem is NP-complete and a lot of
efforts went into finding fast algorithms with near-optimal solutions. The problem
has been adapted with the following modifications:

• An item is a task to be executed.

• A bin identifies a stage, that is a set of tasks that can be run in parallel.

• The capacity of a bin (or stage) is the maximum available memory to execute
the workflow.

• The weight of an item is the memory occupation estimated by the predictive
model.

This represents a static scheduling policy, because the scheduling plan is gener-
ated before the execution and the workflow system performs pre-built stages in the
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declared order. In typical static scheduling the workflow system has to predict the
execution load of each task accurately, using heuristic-based methods [2]. Likewise,
in the proposed method the execution load of tasks is provided by the model learned
on past executed workflows, as an oracle.

Respect to the classical BP problem two changes had to be introduced:

1. All workflow tasks have to be executed, therefore the capacity of a stage
could be exceeded anyway if a task takes up more memory than the available
one.

2. The assignment of tasks to stages is subjected to dependency constraints. If
a dependency exists between Ti and Tj implies that the stage to which Ti is
assigned is before the one of Tj .

Ti < Tj → Stage(Ti) < Stage(Tj).

For the last point, the acyclicity property of workflow can be exploited: a
workflow can be represented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG), where nodes
correspond to data processing activities, as pairs task-dataset, and edges represent
dependencies among activities.

We exploit a First Fit Decreasing algorithm to assign tasks to stages with the
introduction of dependency constraints. The baseline strategy, called IDM, is based
on the following points:

1. Assign a weight to each item, according to the predicted memory occupancy
of the corresponding task.

2. Build the dictionary of dependencies.

3. Sort items by decreasing weights and run FIRST FIT to build stages.

4. Assign each item (i.e. task) to a stage:

• Find first stage that can contain it (if the sum of stage’s weight and
item’s one doesn’t exceed capacity).

• If this stage doesn’t exist, create a new one. This implies that an item
exceeding capacity will be placed in a new stage alone.

5. Unlock items that depend on the last allocated, exploiting the acyclicity
property of DAG: remove nodes corresponding to allocated items in current
stage and all outgoing edges. In this way, all dependent items will be assigned
to the following stages.

6. Repeat until all items have been assigned to a stage.
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An optimization can be introduced by the variant C-IDM: a consolidation
step can be used to reduce the number of stages merging together stages without
dependencies and according to available memory. In details, a stage with zero-out-
degree (no other tasks depend on it) can be moved forward and merged with another
stage not exceeding the capacity. Finally, stages are run in sequential order and all
tasks in a stage in parallel order. Pseudocode is shown in algorithms 1, 2 and 3. In
lines 3-8 of algorithm 1 each task is mapped to an item with the weight provided
by the predictive model; the minimum index of its stage is initialized to 0 and the
precedence dictionary is build exploiting the in-degree of the item corresponding
to a node in the DAG; in line 9 the FIRST FIT algorithm is called for building the
stages, while in line 10 the CONSOLIDATION step is called if required by input.

Input: Set of tasks TS, dependencies among tasks, boolean variable CONS
that indicates if consolidation is required

Output: A list of stages
1 items← ∅
2 queue_item_dic← {}
3 for task in TS do
4 weight← predict_memory(task)
5 item← {task, weight,min_index = 0}
6 items.add(item)
7 queue_item_dic[item]← dependencies.in_degree(item)

8 end
9 stages←
First_Fit(sort_decreasing_weight(items), queue_item_dic)

10 if (CONS) then
11 stages← Consolidation(stages)
12 end
13 return stages

Algorithm 1: SCHEDULER

In algorithm 2 the stages are build by iteratively assigning each item to a stage,
until all items are assigned. In lines 6-10 an existing stage is searched for the current
item: its minimum index and the memory capacity are the conditions to be satisfied.
If such a stage is found, in lines 16-17 the item is added and then removed from the
list of assignable items; otherwise, a new stage is created in lines 12-15 and added
to the list of stages. In both cases, in lines 18-25 the next items are affected by the
assignment of the current one: edges corresponding to its out-neighbourhood are
removed in line 19 and in lines 20-25 the minimum stage index for those items is
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updated in order to be assigned to following stages.

Input: Set of items IS, dictionary queue_item_dic describing dependencies
Output: A list of stages

1 stages← ∅
2 stage_id← 0
3 while (!IS.isEmpty()) do
4 for item in IS.filter(item => queue_item_dic[item] == 0) do
5 selected_stage← null
6 for stage in stages do
7 if (stage.index ≥ item.min_index AND

stage.weight+ item.weight ≤MAX_MEMORY ) then
8 selected_stage← stage
9 break

10 end
11 end
12 if (selected_stage == null) then
13 selected_stage← new Stage(MAX_MEMORY, stage_id)
14 stages.add(selected_stage)
15 end
16 selected_stage.add(item)
17 IS.remove(item)
18 for waiting_item in dependencies.out_neighborhood(item) do
19 queue_item_dic[waiting_item]− = 1
20 if (waiting_item.min_index < selected_stage.index) then
21 waiting_item.min_index = selected_stage.index
22 end
23 if (queue_item_dic[waiting_item] == 0) then
24 waiting_item.min_index =

waiting_item.min_index+ 1
25 end
26 end
27 end
28 end
29 return stages

Algorithm 2: FIRST FIT

In algorithm 3 the consolidation step is described. At line 1, stages with zero-
out-degree are selected because no other stages depend on their execution; in lines
2-9 for each of those stages the consolidation conditions are checked: if there is a
stage such that memory capacity is not exceeded then the two can be merged.
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Input: List of pre-made stages
Output: List of consolidated stages

1 movable_stages = stages.filter(stage => stage.out_degree == 0)
2 for stage1 in movable_stages do
3 for i in range(stage1.index+ 1, len(stages)) do
4 stage2← stages[i]
5 if (stage1.weight+ stage2.weight ≤MAX_MEMORY ) then
6 stage2.addAll(stage1.getItems())
7 stages.remove(stage1)
8 break

9 end
10 end
11 end
12 return stages

Algorithm 3: CONSOLIDATION
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Chapter 6

DCEx autotuner

The ASPIDE autotuner has been designed in a pluggable manner, thus allowing
optimisation of Exascale applications in relation to multiple different objectives.
This means that the main algorithm can take various optimisation functions, such as
execution time, memory requirements or financial costs. To speed up and guide the
search process on higher scales, the ASPIDE autotuner implements a specifically
tailored genetic algorithm. As depicted in Figure 6.1, our approach uses a historical
set of previously evaluated application parameter settings to suggest, during each
iteration, new application parameter settings. The new application settings are
evaluated in a real environment based on the indentified objectives values. After
the evaluation step completes, the new application parameter settings are added
to the historical set and shared with the events and anomalies detection engine for
the next iteration. The scheduler interacts with the autotuner by sending request
for optimal execution parameters in terms of execution time or memory footprint.
The request contains query on which application parameters to be used for the
given available infrastructure, such as number of threads and data size chunks that
could fit in the main memory. The autotuner, based on the optimisation functions,
applies Pareto optimisation and as a result sends a vector with information on the
application execution parameters. Thereafter, based on the execution parameters,
the scheduler prepares a set of possible nodes where the tasks can be executed. The
list of possible execution nodes is then sent to the event detection engine. The event
detection engine examines if the list of nodes is suitable for execution of the tasks
that have been used in the past. More concretely, it analyses if they have induced
communication bottlenecks, memory overloads or irregular application behaviour.
Thereafter, the scheduler considers both the inputs from the autotuner in terms
of suitable execution parameters and the event detection engine in relation to the
behaviour of the execution nodes in the past.
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Figure 6.1: Autotuning Process.

6.1 Autotuning objectives for in-memory analytics

For the purpose of in-memory data analytics we focus the autotuning process
on minimising both the memory required by the tasks and their execution time.
Therefore we define the following pluggable objectives:

• Execution time of the task: Tt(ti, cl)

• Memory footprint of the task: Mt(ti, datapi)

Execution time We define the execution time Tt(ti, cl) of a given task ti on a
node cl as the execution time of ti on cl plus the maximum data transfer time
required to move datapi from all the predecessor tasks of ti in tp ∈ pred(ti):

Tt(ti, cl) =
I (ti)

cl(MIPS)
+ max

tp∈pred(ci)

{
datapi
Bql

+ Lql

}
, (6.1)

where Bql is the bandwidth, Lql the communication latency between the nodes cq
and cl, I is the number of instructions of the task and cl(MIPS) is the number of
instructions that the node can process in one second.

Memory footprint We define the memory footprint Mt(ti, datapi) of a given
task ti based on the input data datapi as:

Mt(ti, datapi) =
datapi
Cm(cl)

(6.2)

where Cm(cl) is the available memory in node cl.
The autotuner calculates the fitness of the objectives by depicting them as

vectors, as shown in 6.2. Concretely, the index of the vector corresponds to given
tunable parameter S and the vector field represents a specific parameter value.
Besides, the individual vector contains additional fields for representing the fitness
value of the optimisation objectives, or in our case execution time and memory
footprint.
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Figure 6.2: Individual vector for the in-memory analytics objective.
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Chapter 7

Evaluation

This chapter presents an experimental evaluation of the two complementary solu-
tions proposed for the IDM module: 1) the memory occupancy predictor described
in Chapter 4); 2) the scheduling strategy for in-memory workflow execution de-
scribed in Chapter 5. The effectiveness of the predictor and the scheduling strategy
are demonstrated experimentally using Spark as a testbed.

7.1 Memory occupancy predictor

A brief analysis of the meta-learner is carried out showing performance metrics of
both training and testing phase in tables 7.1 and 7.2 respectively.

Table 7.1: Model training evaluation

MSE 295806.569

MAE 231.099

MAPE 0.078

EXPL_VAR 0.9860

R2 0.9859

The training set is made by 3035 examples of task executions. Also the evalu-
ation on test set, composed by 1073 never seen examples, has given good results,
with a mean error of 733.6 MB and a good R2 score of 0.90, sign of an accurate
fitting on the input distribution.
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Table 7.2: Model testing evaluation

MSE 1888300.59

MAE 733.598

MAPE 0.269

EXPL_VAR 0.906

R2 0.906

The objective function used during the learning phase brings to a robust and
accurate model that if goes wrong has an inclination to overestimate rather than
underestimate memory occupation, as shown in figure 7.1 where training process is
analysed.

meta learning.jpg

Figure 7.1: Meta-learner training

This is a crucial point of the learning process, because if memory consumption
is overestimated (i.e. task occupies 14000 MB and the regression model predicts
14500 MB) at most a stage will be split but no swapping or spilling to disk will
wrongly occur; on the other hand, if memory consumption is underestimated (i.e. a
task occupies 14000 MB and model predicts 13000 MB) the task could be added to
a stage with other tasks exceeding availability resources and going swapping.
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7.2 Scheduling strategy for in-memory workflow execu-
tion

The IDM and C-IDM strategies have been compared to a classical Full-Parallel
strategy, where the maximum parallelism is achieved by running in parallel all the
tasks not subjected to dependencies. IDM and C-IDM strategies can both reduce
delays of parallelization, due to context switch and process synchronization, and
swapping, due to I/O operations when data are spilled to disk as it happens in
Spark. Delay εp is always present in all strategies when two or more tasks are run
concurrently, while εs is present only when memory capacity is exceeded and using
disk to split data is required. Given ε = εp + εs, IDM and C-IDM reduce εs mainly,
that is the main reason of increased time of execution due to slowness in accessing
disk.

Summing up:

1. In the Full-Parallel strategy εp > 0 due to maximum parallelization exploita-
tion, while εs > 0 if a single task or more tasks in a stage cumulatively exceed
memory. They could be 0 if no parallel tasks are run and if available resources
are higher than memory consumed by tasks respectively.

2. In the IDM strategy same considerations apply about εp and εs, but hopefully
will be εIDM

p ≤ εFull−Parallel
p and εIDM

s ≤ εFull−Parallel
s due to intelligent

assignment of tasks to stages.

3. In the C-IDM strategy delays introduced by parallelism and possible swapping
is the same as in IDM, but throughput is improved thanks to reduction of
stages and better utilization of in-memory processing.

The proposed strategies can be useful for making the most of the default storage
level used in Spark, that is MEMORY_AND_DISK: at each internal call of cache()
method, data are saved in-memory as long as resources are available, and if no
space is available disk is used as well. In this sense, IDM and C-IDM can reduce
the actual persistency of data on disk exploiting in-memory computation.

In the following, an experimental evaluation of the proposed IDM and C-IDM
schedulers is presented, showing and discussing three examples of workflow execu-
tions. All workflows have been executed on a cluster node with AMD processor, 64
cores and 256 GB of RAM, that guaranteed no swapping during all the executions.

As mentioned before, the two scheduling strategies are compared to a Full-
Parallel strategy showing a minimization of mean execution time and an improved
throughput. For each example two situations are analysed: one with an unbounded
available RAM memory (256 GB), where the Full-Parallel strategy is expected to
perform better, and the other with bounded available memory where the Full-Parallel
generates swapping, while IDM and C-IDM minimize it and improve in-memory
execution. Mean time and standard deviation of execution are obtained out of 10
runs. Workflow execution time is an indication of throughput and it’s computed
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as sum of each stage execution time. Datasets are read from disk in sequential
order and loading time is included in the measurement: in fact, loading datasets in
a parallel way would imply interleaved reads of blocks from disk affecting time.
Obviously, loading time could be null if the required dataset has been already loaded
by other tasks and is kept in memory.

Example 1. As first example a basilar DAG is examined to present algorithm’s
logic. Let’s consider a DAG with four executions, described in table 7.3.

Table 7.3: Example 1

Execution Task Type
Actual

memory occupation

IDM estimated

memory occupation

t1 GMM Estimator 13429 14009

t2 DecisionTree Estimator 4862 5263

t3 KMeans Estimator 3390 3732

t4 DecisionTree Transformer 382 405

Only one dependency has been considered t3 → t4, with the meaning that the
second task uses the model learned previously to make predictions on the same
dataset. The simple DAG is shown in figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2: DAG example 1

In tables 7.4 and 7.5 mean execution times are shown. We can see that when the
available memory is so that no parallel execution cause swapping, IDM and C-IDM
converge to a Full-Parallel strategy because the capacity of each stage allows to
run all tasks without dependencies in parallel. In the discussion we will refer to
(x1, . . . , xn) to indicate a stage with n items, and xi ‖ xj to indicate a parallel
execution of tasks in a stage.
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Strategy Order Number of stages Time (ms)

FULL-PARALLEL,

IDM, C-IDM
(t1 || t2 || t3), (t4) 2 59882.0± 802.49

Table 7.4: Execution time example 1 with 256 GB of RAM

Strategy Order Number of stages Time (ms)

FULL-PARALLEL (t1 || t2 || t3), (t4) 2 70567.3± 629.43

IDM (t1), (t2 || t3), (t4) 3 70297.3± 566.30

C-IDM (t2 || t3), (t1 || t4) 2 67342.5± 461.47

Table 7.5: Execution time example 1 with 12.5 GB of RAM

In the first case, with 256 GB of RAM, only constraints on dependencies are
considered; in the second case, with 12.5 GB of RAM, Full-Parallel acts like before
and cause swapping due to parallel execution of t1, t2 and t3 in first stage, because
they cumulatively exceed memory limit of 12.5 GB: mean time grows from 59882.0
to 700567.3 milliseconds. On the other hand, IDM splits first stage in two avoiding
to run t1 with others because it alone has a memory occupation higher than available
on: this returns a small improvement in mean time and standard deviation. Since
no other executions depend on t1, C-IDM can reduce the number of used stages
merging it with t4 and slightly improving throughput. In this case, the last represents
the optimum in building stages.

Example 2. In the second example, the dependencies considered are t1 →
t3, t2 → t3, t3 → t4, t3 → t5, t6 → t7, t7 → t5, t4 → t12, t4 → t8, t8 → t9, t7 →
t9, t9 → t10, t9 → t10, how is showed in figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.3: Example 2 DAG

Executions are shown in 7.6.

Table 7.6: Example 2

Execution Task Type
Actual

memory occupation

IDM estimated

memory occupation

t1 KMeans Estimator 14814 15204

t2 KMeans Estimator 10679 10281

t3 DecisionTree Estimator 10994 11373

t4 GMM Transformer 264 257

t5 GMM Estimator 13429 14009

t6 DecisionTree Estimator 3390 3733

t7 NaiveBayes Estimator 10278 10703

t8 GMM Estimator 1419 1533

t9 GMM Estimator 10763 10282

t10 KMeans Estimator 9761 10281

t11 GMM Transformer 192 209

t12 KMeans Estimator 9568 9102

In tables 7.7 and 7.8 mean time of execution is showed. How we can see, with
14.5 GB of RAM available, IDM reduces execution time compared to Full-Parallel
(4.98 minutes against 5.59) splitting the first stage with (t1||t2||t6) in two stages,
(t1) and (t2||t6) respectively, because t1 has a memory occupation of 14.46 GB
(14.85 GB estimated) and it causes swapping when executed with other tasks. In
this example no conditions for consolidation are met and so C-IDM is equivalent to
IDM.
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Table 7.7: Execution time example 2 with 256 GB of RAM

Strategy Order Number of stages Time (ms)

FULL-PARALLEL,

IDM, C-IDM

(t1 || t2 || t6), (t3 || t7),

(t4 || t5), (t8 || t12),

(t9), (t10 || t11)

6 286743.2± 6768.048

Table 7.8: Execution time example 2 with 14.5 GB of RAM

Strategy Order Number of stages Time (ms)

FULL-PARALLEL

(t1 || t2 || t6), (t3 || t7),

(t4 || t5), (t8 || t12),

(t9), (t10 || t11)

6 335366.59± 7363.57

IDM

(t1), (t2 || t6), (t3),

(t7 || t4), (t5), (t8 || t12),

(t9), (t10 || t11)

8 299070.2± 7322.35

C-IDM

(t1), (t2 || t6), (t3),

(t7 || t4), (t5), (t8 || t12),

(t9), (t10 || t11)

8 298947.5± 7298.43

From table 7.7 to table 7.8 a noticeable increase can be seen in Full-Parallel
strategy due to swapping, while with two extra stages IDM (and C-IDM too) can
reduce mean time from 335366.59 to 299070.2 milliseconds. IDM and C-IDM turn
out to be 11% faster than Full-Parallel.

Example 3. The following third and last example shows a similar DAG but with
consolidation conditions. The dependencies considered are t1 → t4, t2 → t4, t2 →
t3, t2 → t11, t4 → t5, t5 → t6, t4 → t7, t5 → t8, t6 → t8, t7 → t8, t7 → t9, t8 →
t10, t9 → t10, how is shown in figure 7.4.
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Figure 7.4: Example 3 DAG

Executions are shown in 7.9.

Table 7.9: Example 3

Execution Task Type
Actual

memory occupation

IDM estimated

memory occupation

t1 GMM Estimator 9923 9403

t2 DecisionTree Estimator 3390 3732

t3 KMeans Estimator 3604 4104

t4 KMeans Estimator 10679 10282

t5 KMeans Estimator 14814 15204

t6 GMM Estimator 13429 14008

t7 DecisionTree Estimator 11251 10929

t8 KMeans Estimator 3589 3210

t9 KMeans Estimator 3390 3732

t10 NaiveBayes Estimator 8481 9078

t11 DecisionTree Estimator 10994 11373

In tables 7.10 and 7.11 mean time of execution is shown. How we can see, with
14 GB of RAM available, IDM reduces execution time respect to Full-Parallel (5.41
minutes against 6.41) splitting two main stages and building almost double number
of stages, 9 against 5. The C-IDM strategy, with the consolidation of only one stage
((t3) merged with (t9||t8)) reduces execution time of 50 seconds respect to IDM,
reducing stages and improving throughput.
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Table 7.10: Execution time example 3 with 256 GB of RAM

Strategy Order Number of stages Time (ms)

FULL-PARALLEL,

IDM, C-IDM

(t1 || t2), (t3 || t4 || t11),

(t5 || t6 || t7), (t8 || t9),

(t10)

5 285405.6± 5299.55

Table 7.11: Execution time example 3 with 14 GB of RAM

Strategy Order Number of stages Time (ms)

FULL-PARALLEL

(t1 || t2), (t3 || t4 || t11),

(t5 || t6 || t7), (t8 || t9),

(t10)

5 384774.9± 9556.70

IDM

(t1 || t2), (t11), (t4),

(t3), (t5), (t6),

(t7), (t9 || t8), (t10)

9 324979.1± 7944.99

C-IDM

(t1 || t2), (t11), (t4),

(t5), (t6), (t7),

(t9 || t8 || t3), (t10)

8 296897.9± 2269.45

Therefore, IDM turns to be 16% faster than Full-Parallel, while C-IDM is 23%
faster than Full-Parallel and 9% respect to IDM.

Figure 7.5: Mean time in minutes

The three examples showed how Full-Parallel builds always the minimum
number of stages (based on dependencies), while C-IDM finds the best trade-off
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between number of stages and parallelization of tasks without causing swapping.
According to the last example, memory occupation over time is analysed in

figure 7.6 respect to 10 executions, 4 of which are shown. As we can see, Full-
Parallel strategy undergoes swapping during the execution of stage (t5||t6||t7)
(attested by the warning "Not enough space to cache rdd in memory! Persisting
block to disk instead") with disk writes for a mean value of 7829.62 MB during
a mean time of 153 seconds and a mean peak value of 12959 MB. On the other
hand, IDM is able to avoid swapping through stage split, improving in-memory
execution (occupation under the black line); finally, C-IDM reduces makespan with
stage consolidation by moving execution up and improving throughput.

Figure 7.6: Memory and disk occupation over time. FP writes to disk, IDM and
C-IDM maximize in-memory execution.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

In this deliverable, we have introduced IMSS, an in-memory ad-hoc storage system
for data intensive-based applications that provides a flexible API tackling the storage
servers’ elastic deployment, usage of main memory as the storage device so as to
reduce as much as possible response time within requests, multiple data distribution
policies at the dataset level to increased awareness at application level, and a non-
POSIX interface that relays on get-set functions. Evaluation results presented in
Section 3.5, comparing IMSS, Redis and a POSIX-compliant file system with
caching techniques under different scenarios, show that our IMSS performs better
in any operation involving distributed datasets, outperforming Redis and POSIX file
systems. Moreover, we showed a low overhead for the execution of IMSS’s API
operations.

Future work guidelines involve the development of a persistence storage module.
This new module will remove the necessity to manually dump data from IMSS to
the persistent storage back-end. We are currently working on a extended evaluation
that covers an experimental evaluation under larger scenarios in terms of number
of clients involved and workload in order to provide a more detailed performance
analysis.
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